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Simulation of pedestrian movement is vital in many applications ranging from modeling pedes-
trian traffic movement in the vicinity of big events to predicting evacuation scenarios (Galea
et al., 2008). These simulations are conducted based on different models that describe pedes-
trian behavior. Pedestrian navigation behavior is often simulated using graph-based approaches,
so called routing graphs. Among the numerous models and strategies to generate and optimize
graphs, only certain methods can be used to create a routing graph for pedestrian dynamics.
However, an applicable routing graph can often only be generated by a combination of different
graph manipulating algorithms. In the following, we will present a flexible framework to gener-
ate graphs suitable for pedestrian simulations based on the geometry of a given scenario. For
this approach, we identified and separated parts of the graph generation methods and arranged
them into standalone procedures, which can be combined in a modular way. Our approach in-
cludes four main operations for manipulating a graph: (1) creating vertices, (2) creating edges,
(3) deleting vertices, and (4) deleting edges. As our strategy uncouples all independent steps of
the graph generation, they can be combined in any logical order defined by a user. Furthermore,
we provide predefined graph generation strategies that comprise a sequence of operations for
well-known graph generation algorithms. Following our approach, it is possible to generate
a graph, which can be adjusted to the given simulation requirements. Due to the flexible and
modular structure of our approach, it is also possible to add new methods for graph manipu-
lation and introduce them into already available strategies. Thus, the application of our graph
generation framework helps researchers and practitioners to find the most suitable routing graph
for different pedestrian simulation applications.
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1 Introduction

Many mathematical problems and relations can be described using an abstract graph. Graph
theory is a big field in mathematics. A rather intuitive field of application for graphs is the
routing paths of people be they in a vehicle or on foot. A famous mathematical proof using
graph theory is the problem of the seven bridges of Königsberg dating back to 18th century
(Euler, 1741). The problem questions if it is possible to cross all seven bridges in the city of
Königsberg in one walk while crossing each bridge exactly once.
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The proof uses a graph which could be described as a routing graph. It features edges and
vertices depicting accessible paths. Such a routing graph has also been used in pedestrian
simulations, see Henderson (1974) or Hillier et al. (1993) for examples. As graph generation and
processing are vast fields in mathematics, numerous methods and procedures exist to generate
graph networks (Trudeau, 1993). Not all of them are suitable for routing graphs, as they must
meet a few specific criteria. The approach proposed in the scope of this paper can be used
to generate routing graphs for pedestrian simulations. Thus, we do not focus on pedestrian
simulations models, but on graphs that are used in pedestrian behavior approaches.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we will present different ap-
proaches to generate graphs which can be used for pedestrian simulation and a framework
that allows to combine different approaches to generate a custom tailored routing graph to
fit most simulation scenarios. Then, the implementation of the framework is addressed along
with predefined graph generation strategies picked from the literature. We will conclude with
a discussion why the proposed approach offers a high flexibility and simplifies the process of
routing graph generation.

2 Related work

There are numerous ways to model pedestrian dynamics and movements to predict the behav-
ior of large crowds. A popular approach is based on a three-tier architecture as proposed by
Hoogendoorn and Bovy (2004) and Reynolds (1999). In this concept, three levels of pedestrian
movement are defined: the strategic level, the tactical level, and the operational level (locomo-
tion).

The strategic level describes how pedestrians find a next destination to visit. The tactical layer
is used to describe way-finding of pedestrians; thus finding a route from the current position
to the destination. Finally, the operational level depicts the actual movement of the pedestrian
walking behavior (e.g. overtaking, accelerating, or stopping).

2.1 Graph-based navigation

The human navigation behavior can be described with the help of a routing or navigation
graph containing the path a pedestrian takes between start point and destination (Höcker et
al., 2010). For a larger scale city navigation, for example, this graph can be generated using
the street network, as the movement of the pedestrians is limited to distinct routes using the
available streets. For smaller scale scenarios where the directions of the movement are not
limited, for example, in the open field or a bigger square in the city, such a graph can not be
found intuitively.

The base for pedestrian routing are cognitive maps of the environment and spatial cognition,
which described the spatial information processing of humans (Wolbers and Hegarty, 2010).
These cognitive maps can be well represented by a navigation graph. However, a routing graph
should depict such a cognitive map correctly and with an appropriate level of detail to gain
reasonable results from the simulation (Andresen et al., 2016). If navigation graphs are used,
the routing behavior of pedestrians can be predicted either iteratively, based on a sequence of
decisions with only little knowledge of the overall system, or directly, where the simulated
pedestrians are aware of their large scale surroundings (Kielar et al., 2015).
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The direct methods typically use algorithms to compute the shortest path through the system
using, for example, the well-known shortest path algorithm introduced by Dijkstra (1959).
Dijkstra-based approaches assume that all pedestrians have a profound knowledge of the street
network, so that pedestrians can find the shortest path from start to destination.

In contrary, way-finding models using iterative routing methods do not need to provide
overall information about the system, they model routing behavior where the street network is
not known to the pedestrians (Kielar et al., 2015). Such an algorithm finds the next navigation
node based on local optima. This could be, for example, the angle of the adjacent streets based
on the concept that pedestrians tend to walk along straight streets. Another approach can model
the spatial knowledge of the system the pedestrians gained throughout the simulation and use
this for the routing (Andresen et al., 2016).

For those navigation strategies a well-defined routing graph is of great importance. The graph
is the basic part of pedestrian movement as it represents the cognitive map of the pedestrians
and, therefore, the ability of the pedestrians to navigate their environment. Resting upon the
routing graphs, different navigation patterns can be established but they all depend on the quality
of the underlying graph.

2.2 Graph generation

Different approaches for routing graph generation based on the scenario geometry have been
proposed for example by Geraerts and Overmars (2006), Kneidl et al. (2012), and Höcker et al.
(2010). All those procedures generate suitable routing graphs, which can be used in pedestrian
simulations. Those procedures can be reduced to a combination of four basic types of graph
manipulation operations, i.e. edge creation and deletion as well as vertex creation and deletion.
These operations can be used independently from each other, thus, are exchangeable and can
also be combined to generate new graph generation strategies.

Before taking a close look at the graph generation processes, some mandatory conditions
for routing graphs have to be elaborated. A routing graph consists out of vertices vi, which are
connected by edges eij . The graph is not directed, so it is possible for the pedestrians to traverse
an edge in both directions, it follows eij = eji. All entities of the graph are created in the
geometrical domain denoted as scenario in the following. The scenario holds information about
a geometrical situation, for example a floor plan, and describes areas accessible by pedestrians.
Non-accessible areas such as walls are called obstacles. Vertices cannot be created within those
obstacles and the edges must not intersect any obstacle.

3 Modular Routing Graph Generation

In the following, we will present a highly flexible framework for routing graph generation that
makes use of the interchangeability of the graph manipulation procedures. As stated above, a
routing graph comprises vertices and edges, so we need strategies for the creation and manipu-
lation of these entities. Thus, there are four main categories of graph manipulation used in the
framework: vertex and edge creation as well as deletion of vertices and edges.

To make it possible to adapt the different algorithms to various geometrical situations, all
strategies have parametrized conditions which affect their outcome. These parameters can easily
be changed by the user to fit a specific simulation. In the following sections the main concept
behind those strategies is outlined and examples are also provided.
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3.1 Vertex creation

The first and also one of the crucial steps in generating a graph is finding suitable spots for
vertices. The positions of the vertices determine where edges will be connected, so the vertex
will ultimately serve as a corner or an intersection in the routing graph. Although it seems
intuitively easy to find well-placed positions for the vertices in, e.g., a floor plan. However, it is
not trivial to numerically generate vertices suitable to build up a routing graph, which can also
depict realistic walking behavior of pedestrians (Brogan and Johnson, 2003).

The algorithms proposed below use two different approaches to find vertex positions in
a given geometric domain. The first strategy, presented in Höcker et al. (2010) and Kneidl
(2013), generates vertices at convex corners of the geometric boundaries. The second approach
generates the medial axis of the geometric domain with the help of a Voronoi diagram to find
suitable positions for vertices to be generated (Geraerts and Overmars, 2006).

Corner method

The corner method proposed in Höcker et al. (2010) scans the obstacle geometries to find
suitable locations for vertices and creates them at the corners of the obstacle geometries. The
user can define the distance between the created vertex and the corner of the obstacle. This
parameter should be large enough that a congestion around the corner can be avoided. Figure 1
illustrates how the algorithm treats different geometric situations.

obstacle

(a) Vertices created around a
polygon.

line-shaped
obstacle

(b) Vertices created near a line-
shaped obstacle.

obstacle

line-shaped
obstacle

(c) A vertex out of sight from
the obstacle is moved to-
wards the obstacle.

Fig. 1: The corner method illustrated. Actually generated vertices shown in blue, user-defined offset
around the obstacle as dashed line.

Depending on the shape of the obstacle, the algorithm creates either one or two vertices
at each corner. In the vicinity of polygon shaped obstacles, one vertex is created at the user-
specified offset (see figure 1a). Near a line-shaped obstacle, two vertices are placed as shown
in figure 1b. Before creating a vertex at a new location, the algorithm checks, if the vertex is
visible from the current corner and if not, the vertex is moved towards the obstacle (figure 1c).

This approach creates vertices near the obstacle boundaries, depending on the offset distance
specified by the user. Therefore, the method is especially useful for narrow geometric situations
like hallways or offices. On the other hand, the algorithm does not populate a large open space
(e.g. a square) with vertices.
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Voronoi method

This approach finds spots suitable for vertex creation with the help of a Voronoi diagram
generated from the underlying geometric domain. This kind of diagram comprises a set of sites
pi in a space M , which divide M into Voronoi cells Ri. Inside Ri the distance of every point to
pi is less or equal to any other site pj . Aurenhammer et al. (2013) provides a thorough insight in
the theory behind Voronoi diagrams. Figure 2 shows how the procedure extracts the locations
for vertices from the Voronoi diagram.

obstacle

(a) Grid with Voronoi sites
marked by a cross.

obstacle

(b) Grid with medial axis
marked by crosses.

obstacle
medial
axis

(c) The vertices generated by
the Voronoi method.

Fig. 2: The Voronoi method illustrated. Vertices shown in blue, marked grid cells in red.

Initially, the approach lays a grid over the geometric domain and marks all cells on the grid
intersected by geometric boundaries as shown in figure 2a. The grid size is a parameter that has
to be specified by the user and should be adapted to the specific geometric situation. The marked
grid cells now serve as the sites pi used in the Voronoi algorithm and the Voronoi polygons are
created. Then, all edges of Voronoi polygons intersecting or lying inside obstacles are deleted
so that the medial axis of the geometric domain is now represented by the remaining Voronoi
edges. Once again, they are intersected with the grid and all intersected grid cells are marked
(figure 2b). After applying thinning algorithms on the marked grid cells, the vertex positions
can be extracted by selecting all grid cells with more than two marked neighbors. A vertex will
be generated at this very spot in the geometrical domain as those cells represent the corners and
intersections of the medial axis. Figure 2c shows the result of this algorithm.

Concluding, the Voronoi method produces vertices as far away as possible from the geometric
boundaries. This is especially useful if big squares or open spaces shall be simulated and
populated with people because the pedestrians will also walk in the middle of those spaces.

3.2 Edge creation

When at least a few vertices are present in the domain, the edges connecting the vertices can
be generated. Before an edge is finally created, the provisional edge is intersected with every
obstacle and geometric boundary. If an intersection is detected, this edge is not created, as the
edge creation algorithms are based on the pairwise visibility of the vertices. As the edges only
connect the given vertices, the positions of these vertices play crucial role in how realistic the
routing graph can simulate pedestrian motion.
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Visibility method

This procedure generates a full visibility graph which means that every vertex vi is connected to
all vertices vj if the connecting edge eij does not intersect any obstacle or geometric boundary.
This algorithm loops over all vertices and tries to connect it to every vertex present in the graph.
A temporary edge is created between those vertices and a procedure is executed to determine
whether the new edge is intersecting any obstacles. If yes, the temporary edge is discarded,
otherwise it now connects the two vertices in the graph.

This method produces as much edges as possible that often results in a graph which is too
large for efficient computations. It should, therefore, mainly be considered as a starting point
for edge deletion algorithms.

Cone method

This approach is presented in Kneidl (2013) and avoids the generation of edges lying in direct
vicinity to each other. After generating a new edge, the algorithm defines a cone-shaped area
around this edge and does not create any more edges in this area. This avoids the generation of
multiple edges that point in the same direction.

The algorithm starts by picking a vertex vi from which a nearest-neighbor search is performed
in order to find the closest in-sight vertex vj . A new edge eij connecting these vertices is created
and all vertices lying in a cone-shaped area around the new edge are excluded from further
searches (see figure 3). The angle α of the cone is parametrized and has to be specified by the
user. The next edge from vertex vi is created connecting the next nearest neighbor which is not
located inside the cone and a new cone is created around the new edge. The cones can overlap
each other but inside every cone only one edge can be present.

α
vi vj

eij

Fig. 3: The cone method illustrated. Vertices shown in red are excluded from the search after edge eij has
been created.

The size of the user parameter α determines how many edges will be created in the system.
A small α will create many edges while a large α generates less. This algorithm is efficient
and easy to use, as it can be applied directly after a vertex creation step, and at the same time
generates a reasonable amount of edges, if the parameter α is chosen properly.
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Useful edges

Starting point for the algorithm is a connected but not fully-connected graph. A good foundation
for this algorithm is, for example, a minimum spanning tree. So called useful edges are created
following the procedure proposed by Geraerts and Overmars (2006) and added to the graph. A
useful edge eij,u is defined as an edge that directly connects two vertices vi and vj and is by a
factor of K shorter than the path between vi and vj through the graph without the useful edge
eij,u. The factor K has to be specified by the user and determines how many new edges are
created. A high value of K results in less new edges being generated and vice versa.

The algorithm first checks if vertex vj is visible from vi under a certain tolerance specified
by the user. If there is no obstacle between the two vertices, the length of the path through
the graph from vi to vj is computed using a variant of the shortest path algorithm by Dijkstra
(1959). Now let L(i, j) be the distance between vi to vj through the graph and D(i, j) the
length of the direct connection. If KD(i, j) < L(i, j) holds, the direct connection between vi
and vj is considered being useful and the edge eij is created.

This procedure allows the creation of detours in the graph and lets the user precisely control
how long the paths between specific vertices should be. A downside is, that the algorithm needs
an already connected graph which often includes some additional computation steps in advance.
However, the method can be used at the end of the overall graph creation process to reach a
desired level of connectedness.

3.3 Vertex deletion

The vertex generation algorithms presented above are likely produce many vertices in direct
vicinity to each other, especially near complex obstacles. Those vertices are sometimes not
needed for a proper routing graph and should therefore be pruned. This reduces the computa-
tional effort for most of the edge creation algorithms as well as the memory consumption of
the graph.

Simple vertex prune method

The algorithm loops over all vertices and checks their distance to all other vertices. The vertices
vj , which lie in a radius less than the user defined merge distance around the current vertex vi
will be grouped. A new vertex vn is created at the centroid of the grouped vertices vj . After the
new vertex is created, the grouped vertices are deleted. This algorithm can only be used if no
edges are present in the graph yet, as it does not consider how the connections of the vertices.

The simple vertex prune method is best to be used directly after vertex creation methods to
clean their result and reduce the number of vertices in the geometric domain. When dealing with
complex geometries, certain algorithms, like, for example, the Voronoi based vertex creator,
often produce many vertices lying close to each other that can be pruned efficiently. The user
has to keep in mind that the algorithm might produce sets of vertices that can not be connected
on a visibility basis.
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Extended vertex prune method

If the graph is already connected, a more sophisticated approach to merge the vertices can be
used. This algorithm considers edges and the edges between the vertices and it assures, that the
graph is still connected after vertex pruning.

The algorithm loops over all vertices vi and checks the distance to the neighboring vertices
vj ; but in contrary to the simple method the extended algorithm tries to delete the vertices in
direct vicinity rather than creating a new one. If the distance to a neighbor vj is less than the
user defined merge distance, the neighbor is considered for deletion. As the vertex to be deleted
has already at least one adjacent edge ejk, those edges have to be reconnected to the core vertex
vi. The reconnected edge eik must not intersect any geometric boundary or obstacle, so if eik
would intersect an obstacle, the old edge will be kept and the vertex vj will not be merged into
vi. Figure 4 illustrates the concept of the algorithm.

obstacle

(a) Graph before vertex pruning.

obstacle

(b) Graph after vertex pruning.

Fig. 4: The red dots illustrate the merge distance around the merge core (green). One of the vertices is not
merged into the merge core as otherwise the connection in sight could not be maintained.

The extended vertex prune method can be used at any point in the graph generation process.
If no edges are present in the graph the part of checking the visibility is simply ignored. The
fact that the algorithm also takes care about the connectivity of the graph makes it a safe tool
for pruning the graph in a later period of graph generation.

3.4 Edge deletion

Especially a fully connected visibility graph can have many edges which are not needed for a
proper pedestrian simulation. Additionally, such a graph results in a high memory consumption
and long computation times for the simulation (Kneidl et al., 2012). In the following, algo-
rithms are presented that delete redundant edges. The deletion of edges can also include graph
conversions into subgraphs like a minimum spanning trees.
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Delete unreachable edges

After the initial graph generation, it is reasonable to delete all parts of the graph which can not
be reached by a pedestrian during the simulation. Those unreachable sections of the graph lie,
for example, outside the geometric boundary or in parts of the domain which are surrounded by
obstacles. They are created because the vertex and edge creation algorithms only consider, if
pedestrians can walk in an area but not, if the specific area can be accessed. This algorithm needs
information about vertices that are entries and exits (e.g. doorways) in a pedestrian scenario.

As the unreachable parts of the graph are not connected to the entries or exits, the algorithm
traverses along the graph edges beginning at the entry vertex and marks all visited graph entities.
As soon as the traverse algorithm can no longer reach any unmarked graph entity, the traverse
algorithm terminates. Now, all unmarked graph parts can be deleted as they cannot be reached
during the simulation using the given entry.

This procedure does not take any user defined parameters and is most efficiently be used
after the first edge creation step. Also the computational effort for following graph manipulation
steps is reduced after the non-reachable graph parts have been deleted as they are no longer
considered.

Minimum spanning tree

A minimum spanning tree (MST) is a sub-graph of a weighted graph that connects all vertices
of the main graph with a minimal total edge weight (Graham and Hell, 1985). The MST itself
cannot be used as a proper routing graph but rather as a starting point for further graph ma-
nipulations. For example the useful edges method presented in chapter 3.2 can be used on a
minimum spanning tree.

The conversion of the fully connected visibility graph to a MST follows the algorithm of
Kruskal (1956). This algorithm takes a fully connected visibility-graph as input and successively
marks all unmarked edges with the minimum weight of all edges. Edges which would form a
circle of marked edges are not marked. If no more edges can be marked as they would form a
circle, the marked edges represent the minimum spanning tree and all others are deleted.

4 Implementation

4.1 The MomenTUMv2 framework

MomenTUMv2 is a computational framework for pedestrian behavior simulations (Kielar et al.,
2016). In the framework, pedestrian behavior and non-behavior related models are conceptu-
alized as implementation of theories via mathematically operations. This approach enabled
developers to extend MomenTUMv2 with new theories simply by implementing given inter-
faces. This core feature is the basis of the graph generation framework. The graph operations
are implemented as non-behavior models that provide operations during the pre-processing
phase of simulations. During a simulation, the graph generation concept can be used in case
the scenario changes, but may put additional burden on the processing time.
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4.2 Predefined Graph Generation Strategies

In the following chapters, two pre-defined routing graph generation strategies implemented in
the MomenTUMv2 framework will be described. According to these strategies, the framework
applies the vertex and edge manipulation operations as described above. The strategies for
routing graph generation presented in the following are taken from Geraerts and Overmars
(2006) and Kneidl (2013). The methods are applied on the same example geometry and the
results are displayed in figure 5.

(a) The graph generated by following the route
map strategy.

(b) The graph generated following the Kneidl
strategy.

Fig. 5: The routing graphs generated by the two proposed generation strategies.

Routemap method

The following procedure is taken from Geraerts and Overmars (2006) and focuses on generating
routing graphs that provide a high clearance to the geometric boundaries. In our implementation
this is achieved using Voronoi diagrams. The procedure uses the following sequence of graph
manipulation strategies and the result is visualized in figure 5a.

(1) Voronoi method: Vertices are created with the Voronoi method along the medial axis of the
geometric domain.

(2) Simple vertex prune method: The vertices are pruned with the simple method as the Voronoi
method is likely to produce many vertices in direct vicinity to each other near complex
geometric features.

(3) Visibility method: A full visibility graph is created.

(4) Minimum spanning tree: The graph is reduces to a minimum spanning tree for further
manipulations.

(5) Delete unreachable edges: All unreachable parts of the graph are deleted.

(6) Useful edges: Useful edges are created to transform the MST to a proper routing graph.

(7) Useful vertices: This method creates vertices at intersections of edges. This adds additional
paths through the graph and improves the quality of the simulation results.
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Kneidl method

Kneidl (2013) describes a procedure to generate a routing graph especially suitable for narrow
environment such as the interior of an office building. The result of the method is shown in
figure 5b and the steps to achieve this result are presented in the following.

(1) Corner method: Vertices are generated at the corners of the geometric boundaries according
to the user-defined distance parameter.

(2) Cone method: Edges are generated with the cone method algorithm.

(3) Extended vertex pruner: The vertices are pruned based on the specified merge distance and
a visibility tolerance while no vertex in merged if a visibility line would be cut.

(4) Delete unreachable edges: All unreachable parts of the graph are deleted.

5 Discussion

The presented modular graph generation approach fits nicely into the highly modular formu-
lation of the MomenTUMv2 pedestrian simulator. The two predefined strategies for graph
manipulation already included in the framework allow to create graphs, which fit diverse simu-
lation situations. However, those two strategies for corner-based and route-map graphs might
in distinct cases not yield the most suitable graphs, even if the user defined parameters were
adjusted iteratively to fit the specific geometric situation.

Nevertheless, due to the intuitive structure of the graph operation methods in the framework,
all parameters can be changed quickly and even rearranging the sequence of the graph ma-
nipulation methods can be done without much effort. This flexibility allows efficient routing
graph generation even if the initial generated graph could not meet the requirements by the
simulation scenario. Nonetheless, in future research we will develop evaluation criteria that
helps to identify the best fitting routing graph for different pedestrian simulation scenarios.

Future work will also focus on including more graph manipulation approaches to offer tech-
niques which make it possible to generate a proper routing graph for most geometric situations.
This is especially important for dynamic scenarios, e.g., closing or opening doors. Due to the
fact that the basic framework is already implemented, new graph manipulation strategies and
operations can be implemented quickly, as long as the overall structure is maintained.

6 Conclusion

Generating a suitable routing graph is crucial for valid results from a pedestrian simulation.
Many different methods for distinct geometric situations exist in literature. For a flexible sim-
ulation setup, a framework in which the most suitable method can easily be chosen is most
desirable. We presented such a highly flexible framework able to generate custom tailored
routing graphs. Our framework structures the graph generation process in different operations,
which are categorized as the four major tools for graph manipulation i.e. vertex creation and
deletion as well as edge creation and deletion. Using combinations of the proposed graph ma-
nipulation methods, it is possible to generate reliable routing graphs for different geometric
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simulation scenarios. The user-defined parameters for the manipulation methods allow an ac-
curate adjustment of the resulting graph to complex geometric situations as well as simulation
prerequisites such as memory consumption or connectivity of the routing graph.

The framework allows the user to use either completely predefined graph generation strate-
gies, which result directly in a routing graph suitable for many pedestrian simulations. If the
graph is to be adjusted to specific conditions, the provided graph manipulation operations can be
reordered and their parameters can be chosen in a way that is most suitable for the simulation.
Additionally, maintaining the strict division of the four main graph manipulation strategies,
new methods can intuitively be added by the users to fit their specific needs in routing graph
generation. This allows an even higher flexibility if the default manipulation strategies do not
yield the desired result.

The presented graph generation framework was included in the pedestrian simulation soft-
ware MomenTUMv2. This enables the MomenTUMv2 framework to provide profound meth-
ods of graph generations which are used for pedestrian navigation models within Momen-
TUMv2. Given the high flexibility of all concepts used in MomenTUMv2, it is possible to
properly simulate a wide variety of interesting crowd or pedestrian situations.
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